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During times of crisis, we often see philanthropy in action. People 
band together and contribute to relieve those overwhelmed by 
circumstances. We are seeing a crisis unlike any in modern history 
— a global pandemic that is grinding normal life around the globe 
to a halt; families are separated, unable to share joyous events and 
there are disruptions in how we connect and relate, personally and 
professionally. COVID-19 has already exacted a terrible cost on the 
physical, psychological, and economic health of the world.

An immediate economic impact is already apparent, as many have 
lost their jobs due to halted economic activity, and the long-term 
effects of COVID-19 will continue to disrupt daily life substantially 
for years to come.

We can, however, take heart in the knowing that the philanthropic 
spirit is one thing COVID-19 cannot harm – that it has, if anything 
made that impulse even stronger. From the local through the 
international level, people are working together to relieve present 
suffering and find a vaccine to halt this pandemic. Community-based, 
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In these moments of immense hardship, many clients are 

asking how they can engage and support others in their 

communities. As a trusted advisor, you can help turn this 

philanthropic impulse into something meaningful for 

your clients, their family, and their community.

Assistant Professor of Philanthropy Dien Yuen recently 

hosted a roundtable with experts representing the world 

of investments and philanthropy, including President of 

Vanguard Charitable Jane Greenfield and investment and wealth management specialist Keith McWilliams. The panel 

discussed why donor-advised funds are the tools of choice in modern philanthropic planning, how they play a role in 

these challenging times, and how advisors can elevate the conversation to help clients achieve their philanthropic goals 

and objectives. 

Watch the full webcast here.

DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS: From Passion to Lasting Impact

rapid-response funds have eased the pain on the local level, while advances in a sophisticated diagnosis and treatment 
move ahead with unprecedented speed. 

The inherently nimble nature of philanthropy has allowed it to act quickly, helping flatten the curve in the present and 
anticipating and finding ways to ameliorate the problems near-certain to develop from a crisis we must live with for some 
time to come. And while the federal government’s multiple economic aid packages have offered some economic relief, 
philanthropy plays a significant role in the world’s economic recovery, especially for the vulnerable and underserved.

Recent webcasts led by our experts and thought leaders have focused on timely philanthropic topics and can help you and 
your clients unleash the power of capital for good.

https://www.theamericancollege.edu/resources/webcasts/donor-advised-funds-passion-lasting-impact
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Since its inception, the CAP® program has convened 
professionals with different, sometimes conflicting, 
philosophies and goals—advisors committed to guarding 
and growing their clients’ wealth, and nonprofit 
professionals seeking donors to their causes. The CAP® 
curriculum was designed to unite these professionals 
in an atmosphere of mutual respect and with the shared 
purpose of helping the philanthropic-minded uplift their 
communities in an informed, strategic way. 

CAP® STUDY GROUPS 
Build Bonds and Bridges

Written by Laurie P. Morrow, PhD, CAP®

CAP® Program Editor and Educational Consultant

More and more, clients are working toward aligning their 

money with their values, and donors are asking how to balance 

investments with social good and impact. As an advisor, it’s 

your job to know the best ways to help these clients.

CAP® Program Director Phil Cubeta gathered experts in the 

field, including former Editor-in-Chief of The Journal of 

Investment Consulting Dr. Margaret Towle, founding partner 

at Mission Capital Advisors Inc. Preston Dodd, and leading 

social impact strategist Tresa Thomas Massiongale, to discuss the basics of impact investing, how this trend has accelerated in the 

COVID-19 crisis, and how advisors can prepare their clients to capitalize on this irreversible movement.

Watch the full panel discussion here and check out more of The College’s recent webcasts here.

IMPACT INVESTING: How Will it Disrupt Your Work?

Todd S. Healy, CAP®

https://www.theamericancollege.edu/resources/webcasts/impact-investing-how-will-it-disrupt-your-work
https://www.theamericancollege.edu/resources/webcasts?combine=&field_video_designation_tid=30835116


Early on in CAP®’s history, however, Todd S. Healy 
realized that the program’s excellent curriculum was 
missing a piece to help designees achieve their ambitious 
philanthropic goals. The missing element he identified 
was an informal forum in which wealth management and 
nonprofit professionals—particularly representatives of 
community foundations—could learn side-by-side about 
charitable planning and the needs of and resources available 
in their community. And so, a decade ago, Todd founded 
the Dallas CAP® study group—the first such in the nation, 
which continues today under the auspices of The Dallas 
Foundation and the Communities Foundation of Texas. 

The success of Todd’s innovation inspired several dozen 
other CAP® study groups to form based on location across 
the U.S. These study groups have significantly enhanced 
the amount and impact of local giving. Over the past five 
years, for example, $1.4 billion of philanthropy can be 
traced to the CAP® Omaha Study Group.

Determined not to let the pandemic disrupt the 
momentum of the study groups, the CAP® team hosted an 
initial call this spring to connect and solicit ideas from 
the moderators. The moderators used Zoom to continue 
their meetings, and through their relentless recruiting 
efforts, the study groups continued. This care and 
determination are among the factors that make the CAP® 
program unique.

In the summer, the CAP® moderators reconvened and 
joining them was The American College of Financial 
Services President and CEO George Nichols III. He 
shared his plan to earn the CAP® designation and work 
with the newly formed Philadelphia CAP® Study Group. 
This will be his first designation from The College, and 

he hopes it will show how strongly he and The College 
are committed to the CAP® program. He also shared 
The College’s Four Steps Forward initiative to enhance 
economic empowerment and thus equality in America.  

This fall, The College faculty members Tim Belber, JD, 
AEP® and Heather O’Connor, MA, PhD candidate, CFRE®, 
will be moderating a new national study group. In addition, 
a new approach to the formation of CAP® study groups is 
underway, under the leadership of Dien Yuen, JD/LLM, 
CAP®, AEP®, who holds the Blunt-Nickel Professorship in 
Philanthropy at The College. These study groups will be 
based not on geographic location but on affinity, with the 
first such groups being Advisors of Color and the Christian 
CAP® Study Groups.

Assistant Professor of Philanthropy Phil Cubeta, CAP® 
Program Director and Sallie B. and William B. Wallace 
Chair in Philanthropy at The College, believes that these 
new study groups will create bonds and bridges—bonds 
built around identity and bridges to other groups and to 
society as a whole. That this is a risky—and necessary—
venture at this time in the history of our country does not 
escape him: “Getting good dialogue across difference is 
very, very difficult. If we can maintain our cordiality in our 
dialogues and our openness and our vulnerability across 
our differences, we can set a really good example.” These 
new study groups have the potential to do more than offer 
an array of differences across different affinity groups. 
“If we can be more cordial than the country,” Professor 
Cubeta observes, “perhaps we can move our country closer 
to e pluribus unum, to a nation united not despite our 
differences, but made stronger by those differences. That’s 
my highest hope.”
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This is the question Seattle area attorney, talk radio show 
host, and Chartered Advisor in Philanthropy® (CAP®) Bob 
Pittman asked in frustration nearly 40 years ago. Bob and 
his wife Diane wanted to honor Al Hayes, the much-loved 
principal of Tacoma’s Stadium High School who had been 
forced into early retirement by a serious heart condition 
– and they didn’t want to wait decades for their wills to 
achieve this end. 

With Bob in the early years of his law practice and Diane 
a teacher, they didn’t have the financial means to make a 
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WHY DO WE WAIT UNTLL 
SOMEONE HAS PASSED 
AWAY TO HONOR THEM? 
An Interview with 
Bob Pittman, CAP®

Written by Laurie P. Morrow, PhD, CAP®

CAP® Program Editor and Educational Consultant

grand gesture of philanthropy. Was there some meaningful 
yet affordable way to honor Principal Hayes before he – or 
they – passed away? The answer was provided by the Greater 
Tacoma Community Foundation (GTCF), then in its infancy. 
With the Foundation’s help, Bob and Diane created their first 
planned giving – a scholarship fund named after Principal 
Hayes which would be administered through the Foundation.

Thanks to the GTCF’s financial savvy and commitment to 
helping people with modest means achieve their charitable 
giving goals, Bob and Diane were able to do what seemed 
impossible. With their initial gift of $1,000 and their promise 
to make annual gifts to the fund at this level, the GTCF was 
able to award the first scholarship within a few months and 
ensure it would continue to be awarded every year. 

This was not Bob’s only philanthropic giving effort. As 
Evelyn Ryberg, Senior Director of Philanthropic Services 
at the GTCF observes, Bob “makes [philanthropy] a part 
of everything he does” – including, for example, talk radio. 
Angered by scam artists selling low-grade annuities for a high 
profit to the elderly, Bob realized that part of this problem was 
the failure of attorneys – including himself – to help clients by 
educating the public about the law. 

The Letter to the Editor he wrote to this effect sparked 
multiple invitations to be an expert guest on Seattle talk 
radio. These appearances were so successful that Seattle 
powerhouse radio station and CBS affiliate KIRO offered 
Bob his own call-in talk show about legal issues. Through his 
show, Legal Line with Bob Pittman, Bob helped thousands 
of listeners comprehend the law relevant to whatever civil 

continued on page 6

Diane and Bob Pittman, CAP®

https://www.theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/CAP
https://www.gtcf.org/
https://www.gtcf.org/
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problems they were grappling with, such as landlord-tenant 
disputes or wrongful termination from a healthcare plan. 
Although Bob didn’t give legal advice over the air, listeners 
would come away from the discussion with a clearer 
understanding of their problem and the resources they could 
turn to for additional guidance.

Among the most unforgettable of the thousands of listeners 
who turned to Bob for help was the widowed father of an 
infant. Bob was broadcasting live, on location, from Seattle’s 
Kingdome sports arena. Rather than take his chances calling 
in, the distraught man, clutching his baby, used some of his 
last few dollars to buy a ticket in the desperate hope that if 
he got to the stadium box Bob was broadcasting from and 
appealed to him in person, Bob might take his question – and 
Bob did. The man, overwhelmed by his late wife’s medical 
bills, had fallen behind on his rent. His landlord had locked 
him out of his apartment – an entirely illegal act that the 
landlord felt safe performing with the knowledge that his 
tenant didn’t have the money to hire an attorney and assert 
his rights. Bob was able to secure appropriate legal help from 
an area agency for this suddenly homeless father.

In 2015, while serving as a Board Member for the GTCF, 
Bob learned about The College’s CAP® program from 
Evelyn Ryberg, GTCF’s Senior Director of Philanthropic 
Services. Evelyn had heard about the CAP® designation from 
colleagues at other community foundations and recognized 
how its unique curriculum could enhance her organization’s 
ability to serve their community. When Evelyn described 
the program to Bob and asked if he’d like to join her as part of 
the GTCF’s first cohort of students to pursue this continuing 
education designation, his response was an enthusiastic 
“Yes!” Both Bob and Evelyn were awarded their CAP® 
designation in 2016.

For Bob Pittman, what drives effective philanthropy isn’t 
wealth management or connections or technical expertise: 
it’s respect – respect for donors, for clients, and for the 
communities their charitable giving uplifts. Bob has become 
a champion of the CAP® designation program because the 
coursework reflects and promotes such respect among 
professionals across different segments of the philanthropic 
space. By breaking down the silos that traditionally separate 
financial, legal, and nonprofit professionals, the CAP® 
designation program creates the conditions that enhance 
philanthropic uplift. “There’s nothing like it,” Bob asserts.

When Bob worked with the GTCF to set up the Al Hayes scholarship 
decades ago, little did he know that his generosity would someday 
come full circle. In gratitude for Bob’s service on their Board and for 
the Pittmans’ unflagging service to their community, the GTCF has 
created a scholarship in their name to assist students enrolled in 
the CAP® designation program. Because of Bob and Diane’s special 
commitment to helping individuals and communities of color, 
the scholarship is designed to help advisors of color and nonprofit 
professionals who serve these diverse communities.

On the wall of his office, Bob has a beautiful watercolor of 
Thurgood Marshall, the first Black justice to serve on the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Justice Marshall’s reflection on philanthropy 
– like Bob Pittman’s life – reflects the spirit that informs the 
Chartered Advisor in Philanthropy® program and inspires 
those who hold this designation to make philanthropy a more 
responsive and more respectful enterprise: “None of us got where 
we are solely by pulling ourselves up by our bootstraps. We got 
here because somebody – a parent, a teacher, an Ivy League crony 
or a few nuns – bent down and helped us pick up our boots.”

__________ 
Read Bob’s full story and interview here.

https://www.theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/CAP
https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/thurgood-marshall-quotes
https://www.theamericancollege.edu/news-center/an-interview-with-bob-pittman-cap


Andrew T. Albrecht, MSFS, CLU®, ChFC®, RICP®, 
CASL®, CAP®......................................................................................CO
Gloria Alvarez, CAP®.......................................................................IL
Jennifer Georgiana Ashley, CAP®...............................................PA
Carter L. Baumert, CAP®................................................................OK
Jordan Beckingham, CAP®............................................................WA
Regina M. Bellody, CAP®................................................................WA
Susan Black, CAP®...........................................................................MA

William Andrew Blick, CAP®........................................................CA
Randall Scott Boll, MSFS, CLU®, ChFC®, CAP®....................TN
H. Julianne Buck, CAP®..................................................................IL
Ronald J. Burke Jr., CAP®...............................................................OK
Patricia Callahan Murzyn, CAP®.................................................PA
Sandra Carlisle, CAP®, ChFC®.....................................................PA
Kayla J. Cawood, CAP®...................................................................OK
Jesse C. Chapel, CAP®.....................................................................OK

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR RECENT CAP® DESIGNEES 
MARCH – SEPTEMBER, 2020
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Three-time alumnus Christopher Blunt, CLU®, ChFC®, CAP®, and his wife Gretchen Nickel have donated $1 million to establish 
the Blunt-Nickel Professorship in Philanthropy at The American College of Financial Services. The generous gift will support an 
expansion of The American College Initiatives in Philanthropy, which are built on the foundation of the CAP® program. 

“We are so very grateful to Chris and Gretchen for this opportunity,” said George Nichols III, President and CEO of The 
American College of Financial Services. “This gift will allow The College to create a program to educate and empower executive 
leaders who aspire to deploy their resources to positively affect society, and find meaning and purpose through philanthropy.”

The Blunt-Nickel Professorship will initially focus on convening, connecting, and educating community leaders and 
entrepreneurs in transition from “success to significance.”  

“Gretchen and I are proud to support The American College of Financial Services,” said Blunt. “Education has been a pillar 
of our philanthropy and we look forward to the impact the Professorship will have on leaders who desire to learn how 
philanthropy can be used to benefit society, and find purpose and fulfillment in life.”

Read more about Chris and Gretchen and this incredible humanitarian gift here.

CHRISTOPHER BLUNT, CLU®, ChFC®, CAP®, AND 
GRETCHEN NICKEL MAKE TRANSFORMATIONAL 
DONATION TO CREATE PROFESSORSHIP

https://www.theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/CAP
https://www.theamericancollege.edu/about-the-college/media-center/press-releases/christopher-blunt-and-gretchen-nickel-make-transformational-donation-to-the-american-college-of-financial-services-to-create-professorship
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Stephanie K. Cline, CAP®...............................................................WA
Douglas B. Custer, CAP®.................................................................WA
Joseph R. D’Amore, MSFS, CLU®, ChFC®, CASL®, 
RICP®, CAP®......................................................................................MA
Rone John Davis, MSFS, LUTCF®, CLU®, ChFC®, CAP®...IN
Michael DeCristofaro, CAP®........................................................NH
Scott Jordan DeSantis, CLU®, ChFC®, RICP®, CAP®, 
WMCP®, ChSNC®............................................................................MA
Jamie Detweiler, CAP®...................................................................PA
Robyn S. Deutsch, CAP®.................................................................NY
Mary Ellen Dudas, CAP®................................................................NJ
Kimberly A. Fisher, CAP®..............................................................WA
Richard Gaff, CAP®..........................................................................FL
Rebecca Lawson Gennaro, CAP®................................................CA
Cheri Terese Griffin, ChFC®, CLU®, CASL®, CAP®..............KS
Brandon Hamrick, CAP®................................................................IN
Diane Higginbotham, CAP®...........................................................TX
Colleen E. Hill, CAP®.......................................................................MI
Amy Hogan, CAP®............................................................................GA
Dana J. Holt, RICP®, CAP®...........................................................MN
Kristen Jaarda, CAP®......................................................................DC
Clayton S. Jason, CAP®...................................................................CT
Victoria Beckwith Johnson, CAP®..............................................TX
Randall R. Kaplan, CAP®................................................................NC
Nathan Kibler, RICP®, CAP®........................................................PA
Stephen Kolaga, ChFC®, CAP®.....................................................CO
Carol Ann J. Kowalski, CAP®........................................................WA
Steven S. Leland, MSFS, ChFC®, CLU®, CAP®.......................AZ
Kristin L. Leshinskie, CAP®..........................................................AZ
Aaron A. Lindberg, CAP®...............................................................MN
Samantha Lorusso, CAP®...............................................................PA
Katherine Louw, CAP®....................................................................TN
Alicia Manning, CAP®.....................................................................NC
Michael T. Martin, CAP®................................................................DE

Michael W. Meridith, ChFC®, WMCP®, CLU®, RICP®, CAP®....WI
William Movroydis, CAP®..............................................................TX
Christin V. Mugg, CAP®..................................................................OK
Fred James O’Connor, MSFS, CLU®, ChFC®, RICP®, CAP®.......IL
Mindie Reule, CAP®.........................................................................WA
Kimberlee Marie Riley, CAP®.......................................................FL
Nicholas Rivera, CLU®, CAP®......................................................NY
Alan Elliot Robbins, CLU®, ChFC®, CASL®, RICP®, CAP®..........MO
Yolanda Michelle Robinson, MSFS, CAP®..............................NY
Edwin Rodbro, CAP®.......................................................................CT
Marie Ruzek, CAP®..........................................................................MN
Jeanne M. Sacks, CAP®...................................................................WA
Shelley L. Sanders, CAP®...............................................................OK
Megan P. Schaefer-Curran, CAP®...............................................MA
Andrew Michael Schaffel, LUTCF®, CAP®..............................NY
John J. Schlesinger, CAP®.............................................................PA
Jorge Antonio Seminario, CAP®..................................................FL
Frances M. Sheehan, CAP®...........................................................PA
Lori P. Shepherd, CAP®...................................................................AZ
Laura A. Sidla, CAP®........................................................................PA
Jennifer L. Stewart, CAP®.............................................................OK
Janice C. Sturchio, CAP®...............................................................MA
Kia Currie Sullivan, CAP®..............................................................CA
Joan April Suwalsky, CAP®............................................................CA
Jennifer Touchet, CAP®..................................................................TX
Elizabeth Townsend, CAP®...........................................................MA
Kevin VandenBrink, CAP®............................................................MO
Amy Vobrak Walling, CAP®...........................................................CA
Sierra Wallwork-Kamela, CAP®..................................................AZ
Jacob N. Weatherford, CAP®........................................................OK
M. Jay Wertz, CAP®.........................................................................OH
Matthew A. Wimmer, LUTCF®, CAP®.......................................WA
Susan Zarich, CAP®..........................................................................TX
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BE A CAP® CHAMPION 
Consider Starting a CAP® Study Group

If you love what CAP® has 

done for you, consider 

starting a study group in 

your area. Study groups 

build a network of trusted 

professionals who come 

together in common 

purpose for their client or 

donor and their community. 

Working within a group 

encourages conversations 

with professionals from 

many sides of the planning table.  For more information 

please contact Elaine Gulezian, CAP® Program Manager, at 

Elaine.Gulezian@TheAmericanCollege.edu. As always, 

we are here to help you get started and provide support 

along the way.

Chartered Advisor 
in Philanthropy®

CAP®

Study Group 
Moderator Guide

CURRENT CAP® STUDY GROUPS

• Arizona: 2020-21

• Columbus: 2020-21

• Boston: 2020-21

• Greater Greensboro: 2020

• Cincinnati: 2020

• Omaha: 2020-21

• Northeast Florida: 2020 

• Cleveland: 2020

• Memphis: 2020

• Sioux Falls: 2020 

• Pittsburg: 2020

• Greater Tacoma: 2020/-21

• Washington DC: 2020

• Philadelphia: 2020-21

• National CAP® 

Study Group: 2020-21

• North Texas: 2020-21

Know someone who would be perfect for 
CAP®? Send us an email or have them:

Click Here to Enroll

Refer a Colleague

The American College of Financial Services is a nonprofit educational 
institution with the highest level of academic accreditation, dedicated 
to leadership in innovative training and development for financial 
services firms and professionals.

The College is distinguished by resources of the highest quality, 
innovation in program design and delivery, and results that create 
sustainable advantages for our customers.

THEAMERICANCOLLEGE.EDU 
630 Allendale Rd, Suite 400, King of Prussia, PA 19406

Elaine Gulezian,  CLF®, CAP®

CAP® Program Manager 
610-526-1479 
Elaine.Gulezian@TheAmericanCollege.edu

Recent CAP®Share Issues
CAP®Share Issue 36: Philanthropy Report 2019 

CAP®Share Issue 35: A look at food insecurity in America. 

CAP®Share Issue 34: CAP®Share focuses on gender-lens giving.
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